Vibrational properties of the polymeric spin crossover (SCO) Fe(II) complexes [{Fe(4-amino-1,2,4-triazole)3}X2]n: a nuclear inelastic scattering (NIS), Raman and DFT study.
The vibrational properties of the cationic spin crossover (SCO) coordination polymers [{Fe(4-amino-1,2,4-triazole)(3)}(+2)](n) containing the anions chlorine, methanosulfonate and 1-naphthalenesulfonate have been studied via nuclear inelastic scattering of synchrotron radiation (NIS) as well as by Raman spectroscopy. Although the different anions have a strong influence on the spin crossover temperature, they have little effect on the positions of the spin marker bands in the NIS and Raman spectra. By comparing the line positions of the NIS spin marker bands with those observed by Raman spectroscopy, it has been possible to distinguish vibrations symmetry (A(u) or A(g)) because modes of A(u) and A(g) symmetries are NIS active, but only the A(g) modes are Raman active. The normal mode analysis of charge compensated cationic pentameric and hexameric model structures which have been obtained by density functional calculations reproduces the experimentally observed mode frequencies and the geometry optimization reproduces iron-ligand distances reported for these and related SCO coordination complexes. The effect of charge compensation appears to be independent of the choice of the functional and the basis set which shows that DFT calculations using B3LYP in conjunction with the basis set CEP-31G are a time effective approach in order to study vibrational properties of Fe(II) SCO compounds.